
#oilforthat

Kids smell.
Husband smells.
Dog smells.
Cat smells.
Outside smells.

What does clean
smell like? 
Purification, hands
out.  A lovely blend
of  Citronella,
Lavandin,
Lemongrass,
Rosemary, Myrtle,
and Tea Tree

It's a strange phenomenon.  One
would think our washing
machines and sinks would be
incredibly clean.  

Not so much.  Smelling that smell?
put a drop or two in your garbage
disposal.  Mix with some baking
soda and add to your washing
machine and/or dishwasher.

You'll be pleasantly surprised at
the new smell! 

Apply to cotton balls and wipe all of the vents in your
home.   Add a few drops to your furnace filter.  Sure -
you can do this with any oil - but why not use the
cleanest smelling oil around? Trust me you won't be
sorry! 

In a roller bottle combine 30 drops each: RC,
Ravintsara, Purification, Lavender, Carrier
Oil

Apply all over chest to help with reoccurring
cough. 

Just one of many easy oil tricks. Fill a
mason jar about half-way with baking soda.
 Add a few drops of Purification (4-6 drops).
 
Put a nail in the lid and punch through
with a hammer.  Do this 6-8 times.  Now the
fragrance can escape.  Enjoy! 

That feeling.  You
know it - the tickle,
the twinge, the here it
comes.

When you get that
feeling massage two
drops of Purification
with 1 tablespoon
carrier oil on your
neck.

Reapply as needed.

Clean the Clean

Vent Happy

Fly Away
I LOVE me some fresh
peaches.  That sweet juice
running down your chin?
Nothing better.  While I
love them - I HATE the
fruit flies that accompany
fresh fruit.  

Easy fix - mix lemon and
purification in your diffuser
and set on your counter. No
more flies and MORE
peaches.  Everyone is happy.
 

Air Freshener

Worried about DEET?  Yeah, me too.
 Spraying chemicals on me and my children
never felt quite right.  Here's a solution....

In a 2 oz. bottle combine 1 teaspoon olive
oil or vegetable glycerin, five  Drops of
Purification, Citronella, Thieves, Lavender.
Add three drops of Patchouli and
Lemongrass. Top with four drops of Palo
Santo. Fill the rest of the bottle with witch
hazel.  Spray away and don't forget to
reapply!

Bug B Gone

That Feeling

Diffuse
Purification and Thieves

to Boost Immunity

Kill the Cough

Oils can help your pet repel fleas, ticks, and mosquitos.

Combine:  
½ t. thieves cleaner, 1 drop cedarwood, 3 drops purification, 2 drops lavender, 2 drops
citronella, 1 drop thyme, and 3 drops orange.  Soak collar in mixture.

Pest Repellent


